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Our Booth in ARCOmadrid 2023 will feature a wide selecAon of works by naAonal and 
internaAonal arAsts of the 20th Century who were representaAve members of some of 
the most relevant arAsAc movements that took place in Europe and LaAn America 
between 1910 and 1960. In order to illustrate movements like Cubism, Surrealism, 
ConstrucAvism or Abstract Expressionism, we have selected a varied array of works by 
arAsts like Henri Laurens, O,o Gu/reund, Le Corbusier, Oscar Domínguez, Jorge 
Camacho, Torres-García, André Masson, Vieira da Silva, Gaston Chaissac, Manolo 
Millares, José Guerrero, Esteban Vicente, Moisès Villèlia, Antoni Clavé and Antonio 
Saura. Special highlights of the booth will be the works by Jorge Oteiza, Joan Miró, 
Oscar Domínguez, Moisès Villèlia or Baltasar Lobo. 
 
A prominent secAon of our booth will also be devoted to the recuperaAon of the work 
by Pic Adrian (1910 – 2008), an arAst that is currently receiving quite an amount of 
aSenAon as his arAsAc producAon is being revised and contextualized. This 
presentaAon will be designed as an extension of the show that is currently being taking 
place at the gallery premises in Barcelona (and which was previously exhibited at the 
Galerie Zlotowski in Paris). In this project, special aSenAon will be placed to the 
painAngs and drawings he produced in the 1960s as well as to the arAsAc context that 
surrounded him. The idea is to analyse and illustrate the circumstances that prompted 
him to develop the theory he termed ‘EssenAalism’. Thus, the main purpose of this 
presentaAon is to show how the arAst succeeded to express his obsession with 
simplicity and succinctness, while, at the same Ame, seeking to achieve a balance – 
unusual at that Ame, especially in Spain– between the asceAcism of geometry and the 
freedom of Informal Art. In order to illustrate this context, his painAngs will be 
exhibited alongside a selecAon of works by arAsts like Jean Dubuffet, Henri Michaux, 
Georges Noël, Zoran Music, who exhibited with him at the Parisian Galerie Paul 
Facche\ in the mid 60s. Also, a selecAon of significant works from arAsts he met in 
Spain with whom he had a close, both personal and professional, relaAon will also be 
exhibited. That is the case of Hernández-Pijuan, Joan Vilacasas, Erwin Bechtold, 
Gerardo Rueda, Fernando Zobel, Andreu Alfaro. 
 
Pic Adrian’s painAngs from this period have o^en been described by criAcs and 
historians of the day, such as Pierre Restany, Gillo Dorfles, Carlos Areán, Juan Cortés and 
Àngel Marsà, as silent and austere works in which the arAst always incorporates 
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elements that tauten the composiAon in order to create a sensiAve painAng with links 
to the worlds of music and science. This equilibrium between dualiAes to achieve a much 
sought-a^er Ameless universality is what he was most interested in and what he always 
strove to aSain: ‘EssenAalism, as a movement, has a condiAon of totality’, he remarked. 
An admirer of Brancusi, Arp and Pevsner, about whom he wrote interesAng essays, 
Adrian easily overcame in his work the humble but essenAal challenge of reproducing 
the ‘beauty of simplicity’. We must situate his painAngs on a kind of invisible island (the 
Atle of one of his poems) in an art scene dominated by pure geometry, Pop Art, gestural 
and informal Expressionism and all those trends that grew out of these movements.  
 
The exhibiAon we have prepared for ARCOmadrid intends precisely to illuminate all 
these elements and define the arAst’s righjul place in the European arAsAc scene of the 
1960s. 
 
 
SELECTED PIC ADRIAN WORKS: 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Pic Adrian (1910 – 2008) 
‘Principio’, 1966 
Acrylic on canvas 
Signed 
96 x 78,5 cm. 
 

Pic Adrian (1910 – 2008) 
‘Sans Atre’, 1962 
Acrylic on canvas 
Signed  
64 x 80 cm. 
 

Pic Adrian (1910 – 2008) 
‘Metakreso’, 1967 
Acrylic on canvas 
Signed 
100 x 73 cm. 
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SELECTED WORKS: 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Pic Adrian (1910 – 2008) 
‘Sans Atre’, 1967 
Acrylic on canvas 
Signed 
81 x 100 cm. 
 

JOAN MIRÓ 
‘Peinture I’, 1973 
Oil on canvas 
Signed 
35 x 22 cm. 
 

JORGE OTEIZA (1908 – 2003) 
‘Construcción vacía’, 2001 
Bronze 
Signed 
105 x 59 x 64 cm. 
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MOISÈS VILLÈLIA (1928 – 1994) 
‘UnAtled’, 1984 
Polychromed Bamboo 
270 x 241 x 241 cm. 
 

OSCAR DOMÍNGUEZ (1906 – 1957) 
‘Nu couché’, 1949 
Oli on canvas 
Signed 
80 x 135 cm. 
 

BALTASAR LOBO (1910 – 1993) 
‘Maternité’, 1949-1969 
Bronze 7/8 
Signed 
Susse Fondeur, Paris 
78 x 105 x 61 cm. 
 

GEORGES NOËL (1924 – 2010) 
‘Fenêtre blanche’, 1961 
Mixed media on canvas 
Signed 
131 x 90 cm. 


